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Focus on Engines and Propulsion Systems 36
In our first overview of commercial marine engines and propulsion systems for 2014, we examine all the latest announcements and industry developments that occurred over the New Year period, with several exciting breakthroughs occurring in fuel cell research, LNG technology, and propulsion within the smaller RIB/tender markets.

Tug and towage industry commentator Alan Loynd looks at the impending arrival of marine spatial planning to the commercial marine industry, and how the legislation can actually provide new business opportunities to tug operators (with a little outside thinking of course)

Catch all the latest work boat industry developments and announcements in our news section

Work boat builder Elite Marine delivers a versatile line handler/pilot boat to an Australian mining giant

This month’s Focus on Engines and Propulsion Systems takes a look at the fast-moving world of commercial marine engines. With looming environmental regulations and the uptake of LNG as a new viable fuel source, the sector has never been more challenging or innovative.